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Overview
A new zero-day exploit, CVE�2021�44228, is a high-profile vulnerability impacting multiple
versions of a widely distributed Java software component, Apache Log4j 2. The specific
vulnerability allows for unauthenticated remote code execution. This impacts all
organizations running Java workloads.

Imperva continues to work around-the-clock to protect our customers and stay ahead of
the Log4j vulnerabilities. Imperva can help customers �1� de-risk the situation by providing
protection through Imperva Cloud WAF while they update/patch their vulnerable
applications and �2� understand if attacks are targeting their applications to help prioritize
patching.

As an Imperva partner, you should:
1. Reach out to existing customers to determine if they have sites not currently

protected by Imperva Cloud WAF. If they need additional site protection, you can
help them immediately onboard those sites with our 14-day free trial as you
process the order for additional site licenses.

2. Leverage Imperva’s response to the Log4j vulnerabilities to accelerate the close of
net new Imperva Cloud WAF opportunities.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Understanding Log4j

What is log4j?

Log4j is a free, open-sourced utility for Java applications. This software is used by a
majority of websites and applications to perform functions such as logging information for
website developers, debugging, and many other purposes.

What is log4j vulnerability?

The Log4j zero day vulnerability is one of the most widespread cybersecurity
vulnerabilities in recent years and exists in versions that span back to 2.0-beta9. This
undiscovered security vulnerability allows data sent to it through a website or application
— if it contains a special sequence of characters — to make log4j automatically fetch
additional software from an external website and run it.

If a cyberattacker exploits this, they can make the server that is running log4j run any
software they want — including software that can completely take over that server. This
is known as a Remote Code Execution �RCE� attack.  On a cybersecurity threat scale of 1
to 10, this would be an 11.

Why is this CVE so impactful to our customers and prospects?

Every web application needs logging functionality like what log4j provides, and as a
result, the use of log4j is ubiquitous worldwide. So if you are operating one of the many
thousands of solutions that use log4j, If it is not patched and is left
unaddressed/unprotected, cyberattackers can take over thousands of websites and
online applications, allowing them to steal money, data, and access.

The security community has been completely focused on this vulnerability for the past
week, and updating servers running log4j as quickly as possible to protect against this
vulnerability. The challenge for customers is the amount of time they are exposed before
they can patch the applications.

Let's take for example an organization that has a few thousand systems that use log4j. In
some cases developers may know exactly which system or application is using it but in
other cases it could be a component of a third party application or library that depends
on it or packages it up without the developers knowledge that it is even in use. Finding all
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occurrences and remediating them (patching them to correct version) is non-trivial and
not something you can do in a few minutes with any degree of confidence.

This is where Imperva plays a role to prevent attacks in the first place and provide the air
cover our customers or prospects desperately need to protect themselves from an attack
and give themselves time to address these vulnerabilities everywhere.

Since the vulnerability was discovered, Imperva has protected 84,000 sites. Across the
targeted sites, Imperva Cloud WAF has blocked more than 20 million attacks that were
attempting to exploit CVE�2021�442.

How can customers and prospects protect themselves?

Best practice for applications to have zero day protections in place and then to update
their software to the latest version as quickly as possible.  For most application
administrators, upgrades do not happen instantaneously and take time. Often
maintenance windows need to be scheduled well in advance.  Without the zero day
protections, vulnerable applications are open to exploits that are easy to implement by
malicious attackers.

How Imperva helps protect

How can Imperva help protect against this vulnerability?

Imperva Cloud WAF, WAF Gateway and RASP can all protect against attacks targeting this
vulnerability.

Cloud WAF� Immediately following the discovery of the exploit, existing security rules put
in place for Cloud WAF customers mitigated these early CVE attacks without requiring any
patching.Since day zero, we’ve deployed a dozen security rule updates since the exploit
was disclosed to help our customers mitigate new attack variants. Imperva Threat
Research is continuing to monitor, create, test and deploy CVE-specific security rules
based on new attack variants.

WAF Gateway: After monitoring initial attacks attempting to exploit this vulnerability,
Imperva Threat Research immediately began creating additional security rules for Imperva
WAF GW. Manual rules were supplied to Imperva WAF GW customers to mitigate
CVE-specific attacks. As new variants were discovered, updated rules were published to
Threat Radar. Just like for Cloud WAF, Imperva Threat Research is continuing to monitor,
create, test and deploy CVE-specific security rules for WAF GW based on new attack
variants.
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RASP� Attacks caused by the Log4j exploit were stopped without requiring any code
changes or policy updates. Applications of all kinds (active, legacy, third-party, APIs, etc.)
are protected if Imperva RASP is currently deployed. RASP protects and stops Log4j
attack vectors in two ways: Enforcement of a positive security model (preventing any
rogue connection attempts) and Built-in Code Execution Protection that stops RCEs like
Log4j from executing external code.

How can Attack Analytics help customers see if their applications are being
targeted by exploits related to the log4j vulnerability?

Imperva Cloud WAF customers can see the CVE’s activity in Imperva Attack Analytics
(screenshot below).

Incidents in Imperva Attack Analytics can be filtered by this specific CVE (screenshot
below).

How should I use this information with my existing customers?

For existing customers, reach out and determine if they have unprotected sites they need
to protect and remind them that Attack Analytics can help them see if their applications
are being targeted by exploits related to this attack.
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If customers do not have enough entitlements to protect any additional sites, you can
start an add-on trial for additional sites. This will allow them to immediately onboard
those sites and protect them for 14 days while you process the order for additional site
licenses.

You can communicate to your customers the steps Imperva has taken to protect Cloud
WAF and WAF Gateway customers immediately following discovery of the vulnerability
and on an ongoing basis as new attack variants emerged.

Since the vulnerability was discovered, Imperva has protected 84,000 sites. Across the
targeted sites, Imperva Cloud WAF has blocked more than 20 million attacks that were
attempting to exploit CVE�2021�442.

How should I use this information with new prospects?

For opportunities with new customers, out-of-the-box protection against these attacks
allows them to protect their vulnerable applications while they patch them. Use the speed
with which we delivered protection (rapid time to protection) and our ongoing
development, testing and deployment of new rules to address emerging variants to show
customers how we can act as an extension of their internal security teams.

I need assistance or have additional questions. Who should I contact?

For customers looking for support, please access the Imperva Support Portal. If you’re
looking for protection from CVE�2021�44228, please contact us.
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Resources
Blog Posts

Blog: How We’re Protecting Customers & Staying Ahead of CVE�2021�44228
Blog: Continuing to Stay Ahead of CVE�2021�44228� Addressing Your Top Questions
Blog: 5 Things We’ve Learned About CVE�2021�44228

Demo

Demo Video: How Imperva mitigates Log4j attacks

Email Template

Subject: Staying ahead of CVE�2021�44228 and zero day attacks

Hi XX,

As you may have heard CVE�2021�44228 is a major vulnerability for Log4j and is gaining
traction with attackers around the world. To learn more about its effects, here’s a great
blog overview.

Imperva Application Solutions mitigated the vulnerability on day zero and continue to
provide protection against new attack variants. We offer their zero day mitigation
solutions to help protect customers like you. You have enough to worry about managing
known risks. We worry about the unknown ones, so you don't have to.

If you are worried that some of your applications may be vulnerable to this exploit, let me
know. We can quickly onboard your sites to a free trial, immediately protecting them from
attacks associated with this vulnerability.

Lastly, to help illustrate the effectiveness of Imperva Application Security to handle the
Log4j attack vectors, watch this demo video.

If you have any questions, we’re here to help.

Thanks,
�Name>
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Discovery Questions

Discovery Question What You Want to Learn

Do you have any unprotected sites not
configured in CWAF?

This question will help open a dialog with
customers on their application security
strategy. Existing customers may need
additional CWAF licenses to protect sites
that aren’t currently protected. If this is the
case, you can start an add-on trial for
additional sites while you process the PO.

Do you know if you have been targeted by
this exploit?

Do they have visibility into attack-specific
traffic on their network to understand if
their applications are being targeted? If
not, Attack Analytics can help them
understand which applications are being
targeted (so they can prioritize those for
updates).

Do you have externally available
applications running or developed in Java
(web apps)?

Log4j and its variants target applications
written in Java. Most web applications are
based on Java.

How are you protecting your apps until you
have the updated packages installed?

Imperva Cloud WAF can protect customers
from attacks exploiting this vulnerability
while organizations roll out patches. This is
important as vulnerabilities have been
found in subsequent ‘patched’ versions of
log4j requiring userS to continually patch
their applications. We protect against all
variants keeping their applications and
data secure regardless of patch status.

What does your patch plan look like and
what are the time frames?

Imperva will continue to update rules to
protect against emerging variants, so your
security teams can focus on patching
vulnerable applications. Customers and
prospects cannot instantaneously update
their applications with new patches. We
can ensure that they are not vulnerable
and can schedule upgrades when
convenient and not likely disrupt their
customers.
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